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From the 100-million-year-old highland rainforest 
that surrounds it to its iconic theme parks, 
world-class hotels, and unique dining and retail 
experiences, you would soon discover that there’s
a world for everyone up here – at 6,000 feet above 
sea level and among the clouds.

And as you �nd yours and the wonders around you 
begin to call out to you, you just can’t help but 
whisper excitedly to yourself...

THE MOMENT YOU STEP INTO
RESORTS WORLD GENTING,
THE WORLD BELONGS TO YOU. 
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WELCOME TO MY

HOW TO GET HERE
Resorts World Genting is highly accessible, with 
plenty of transportation options to choose from 
for a hassle-free journey.

Kuala Lumpur >
Resorts World Genting
56km 

KLIA & KLIA 2 >
Resorts World Genting
108km

KL Sentral >
Resorts World Genting
54km

Gombak LRT Station >
Resorts World Genting
23km

Chartered
Limousine Service

Taxi & e-Hailing HelicopterCar  Bus

Limousine Service Counter (Resorts World Genting)
Tel: (603) 6105 9584/85  |  Email: TransportReservation-Limousine@rwgenting.com



Genting SkyWorlds Theme Park is 6,000 feet 
above sea level, but when it comes to adventures, 
only the sky’s the limit!

With 9 thrilling worlds inspired by movie 
franchises such as Ice Age, Planet of the Apes,
Rio and Independence Day, this 26 acre theme
park will exhilarate adventurers of all ages with 
its world class rides and attractions, live 
entertainment and many more . It is the �rst and 
only theme park accredited with Platinum class 
by the Ministry of Tourism, Arts and Culture, 
Malaysia Tourism Quality Assurance Program.
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Rio © 2024 20th Century Studios. All Rights Reserved.

TAKE YOUR IMAGINATION ON AN
ADVENTURE ABOVE THE CLOUDS

WELCOME TO MY WORLD



At the Skytropolis Indoor Theme Park, each of 
its 400,00 sq. �. is �lled with endless thrills for 
the entire family. There are rides for children, 
attractions for families and roller coasters for 
the adventurous – all the ingredients for the 
perfect family holiday.

A PLAYGROUND FOR YOUR
INNER CHILD

WELCOME TO MY WORLD



Ripley's Adventureland
Got a taste for all things extraordinary? Just head over to Ripley's 
Adventureland and experience everything from a collection of the world’s 
most unusual items to an amusing museum of optical illusions to even a 
terrifying Zombie Outbreak. Sounds like an unbelievable time? Well, you 
simply have to experience it to believe it.

Sky VR
Imagine a world where you have the power to defy the realms of reality 
and perform impossible feats. At Sky VR, that power is yours to experience 
with our cutting-edge virtual reality technology!

SeniKome Péng Hēng
Get inspired and explore art and cultural essences from Peninsular 
Malaysia’s East Coast states, Pahang, Terengganu and Kelantan.

Bona Cinemas
Experience the next level of cinema at Bona Cinemas with the immersive 
visual adventure of IMAX and the dynamic journey that the customisable 
motion seats of the D-Box theatres will bring you on.

SkySymphony
SkySymphony tells its spellbinding tales by transforming the SkyAvenue 
atrium into a free spectacular aerial show of audio, visuals and motion 
graphics for all to enjoy and immerse in.
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Genting Bowl
Bowl your heart out with 20 lanes of fun for you to challenge both friends
and family!

Level 1, SkyAvenue

Level 1, SkyAvenue

Level 4, First World Plaza

Level 2, Skytropolis Indoor Theme Park

Level 3, First World Plaza

Level 4, SkyAvenue



Come hang out with Tabby the Tiger,
Allie the Elephant, Geno the Dinosaur
and the rest of the gang, and turn the 
moments into everlasting memories
with a photo or two!

MEET OUR HEROES,
MAKE NEW FRIENDS!

Tabby the Tiger is spirited, 
energetic, and always
up for fun and adventure. 
Tabby loves to have his friends 
tag along as he explores new 
and exciting places!

When the loving, sweet 
and amazingly smart Allie 
the Elephant isn't busy 
studying or learning about 
her environment, you would 
likely �nd her to be dancing!

Joe the Orangutan loves to 
explore new things all day – 
he �nds joy in sharing his 
knowledge and discoveries, 
especially with his best 
friend, Geno the Dinosaur!

A master of card tricks, 
magic tricks, singing
and dancing, Benny the 
Entertainer is a natural 
entertainer who will 
always bravely follow his 
dreams, no matter what
stands in his way!

Small, sweet, yet 
incredibly powerful, 
Callie the Dragon is 
spiritual, magical, and 
most importantly, a 
faithful friend with a 
unique ability to see
the potential in everyone!

Geno the Dinosaur may
be a dinosaur but he is 
actually more of a happy 
and playful puppy who 
likes to sit, fetch, and roll 
over. He is always running 
and playing with his best 
friend, Joe the Orangutan!

BENNY
THE ENTERTAINER

TABBY
THE TIGER

ALLIE
THE ELEPHANT

JOE
THE ORANGUTAN

CALLIE
THE DRAGON

GENO
THE DINOSAUR



Massive 8,000 sq. ft. super club that elevates the contemporary art
of synchronising music and lights to the next level.

Named after our late founder,
Yang Berbahagia Tan Sri Dato' Seri Lim Goh Tong, Gohtong Way is a place
where families and friends come together to celebrate togetherness,
unity and harmony with a celebration of good food and live entertainment.

WHEN THE NIGHT LIGHTS UP,
THE UNFORGETTABLE BEGINS

WELCOME TO MY WORLD

When the sun goes down, the fun goes
to the peak of the country’s leading and 
�nest nightlife scenes, where the party
is always just getting started.N
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State-of-the-art lifestyle-driven club with 5,000 sq. ft. dedicated to
celebrating the hip-hop culture in every way.

Cosy bar to chill with your friends and a large collection of party games,
including life-sized beer pong, jenga and snakes and ladders.



2024

6 Consecutive Years
( 2019 – 2024 )

WAKE UP AMONG THE CLOUDS,
DREAM ALONGSIDE THE STARS

WELCOME TO MY WORLD

The Crockfords is the epitome of luxury 
accommodation, where each room is tastefully
and meticulously designed to o�er comfort and 
opulence in equal measures. One of the highlands’ 
swankiest hidden gems, it’s the only hotel in 
Malaysia that’s rated 5 stars by Forbes for six 
consecutive years (2019 - 2024).
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THANK YOU
FOR YEAR 6

Honored to receive the Forbes Travel Guide
Five-Star Award for six years in a row.



Genting Grand
Genting Grand is not only one of Resorts World Genting’s best hotels, but 
also one of its most iconic. Amidst its highly recognisable architecture, you 
will �nd elegant yet cosy suites that exude contemporary comfort that has 
grown with the times, alongside class that has stood the test of time.

Highlands Hotel
Highlands Hotel is where you will �nd sophisticated luxury and simple 
comfort converge, and manifest into exclusive lavish suites designed
for those with a taste for high living among the clouds.

Resorts World Awana
A serene golf resort nestled at 3,100 � above sea level in the cool 
highlands, surrounded by a 100-million-year-old rainforest.

Genting SkyWorlds Hotel
A boutique hotel �lled with playful minimalistic rooms inspired by 
Genting SkyWorlds Theme Park and designed for fun-loving travellers.

Resort Hotel
Whether for business or pleasure, Resort Hotel has all the essential 
comforts to make every stay a stress-free holiday.

First World Hotel
The world’s largest hotel with an astronomical 7,351 rooms, First World 
Hotel o�ers not only budget accommodation options, but also easy access 
to key attractions, thanks to its location in the heart of Resorts World Genting.
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7 Consecutive Years
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AYU Awana
Inspired by the beautiful atmosphere of Southeast Asia’s idyllic islands, 
AYU Awana is an outdoor oasis that has everything to turn a meal or 
weekend BBQ into a tranquil, wholesome experience with signature 
healthy delights served with a generous side of lifestyle entertainment.

Awana Garden
Nothing beats hot pot in cool highland weather. But when the 
ingredients are fresh and the vegetables are all harvested straight 
from our garden and the Awana rainforest trails, you know Awana 
Garden is on a di�erent level. And to make it an even more 
unbeatable hot pot experience, your farm-to-table meal and local 
Malaysian favourites can be enjoyed in the embrace of the 
breathtaking fresh air and mesmerising highland rainforest views.

Wolfgang’s Steakhouse
One of Wolfgang’s Steakhouse’s signature o�erings will be the 
porterhouse, as well as rib-eye, tenderloin, sirloin, and beef burgers. 
Like all true steakhouses, Wolfgang’s Steakhouse will o�er 
mashed potatoes, sautéed spinach, and other sides which will 
purposely be kept simple in order to best complement the meat.

FLAVOURS FOR EVERY PALATE
From local delights to Western cuisines, whatever it is that your taste 
buds desire, you can �nd them here at Resorts World Genting.
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From daily savings of up to 65% on over 150 designer 
brands at Genting Highlands Premium Outlets®
to unearthing exquisite jewellery, timepieces,
shoes and gadgets at SkyAvenue, whether you are 
shopping for something new or for an incredible
deal, Resorts World Genting o�ers both in spades.

WHERE EVERY RETAIL EXPERIENCE
BECOMES A JOURNEY OF JOY

WELCOME TO MY WORLD



Golf

There’s no gol�ng experience quite like the one you’ll discover at 
Resorts World Awana. At 3,100 feet above sea level, each thrilling 
round at this unique 18-hole course always begins and ends the 
same way – in the arms of serenity, embraced by lush greens and 
year-long crisp highland breeze. 

M SPA & FITNESS
Treat your body and mind to a well-deserved session of 
rejuvenation at M Spa, where state-of-the-art technology 
and traditional plant-based body treatment combine to 
melt your fatigue away and restore your well-being with a 
bespoke holistic experience.
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Awana SkyWay
The ultimate scenic route to Resorts World Genting, starring
the majestic views of a 100-million-year-old highland rainforest. 
Just hop into a gondola at Awana Station and you’ll reach the 
peak in approximately 10 minutes.

Chin Swee Caves Temple
If you are up for a little exploration, you can hop o� at Chin Swee 
Station on your way up at no extra cost. This cultural detour will 
take you to the magni�cent Chin Swee Caves Temple, where its 
iconic nine-storey lamp-lit pagoda, open-air SkyTerrace, and 
15-metre tall Buddha statue await.



TM and © GENTING GROUP. All Rights Reserved

Terms and conditions apply.
Information is accurate at the time of printing.

Sign up now to make your Resorts World Genting 
experience more rewarding than ever with 
exclusive room rates, members-only privileges, 
reward points to spend, and more.
A membership is all you need to turn your
visit into a world of amazing rewards!

UNLOCK YOUR WORLD
WITH GENTING REWARDS

rwgenting.com


